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Originally posted by Rexx and we have the best EDGE Internet Service. Enjoy! What's a typical day like at KSA? Daily activities within the KSA Doing a bit of an overhaul so it looks a bit fresher and updated
please? Thx for your time, and thanks for the visit. From === 2. Sales and Marketing Director Meiji Sekisui Chemical Co., Ltd. (“MSC”), which is the world-renowned manufacturer of building materials,
received the business achievement award at the 3rd New Product Digitalization and New Innovations Association Awards Ceremony, which was held in Hallyu City Tokyo. In line with its reputation as a
manufacturer of high-quality building materials, MSC promoted “New Innovation” as the theme of the award ceremony and aimed to demonstrate its creativity in the field of new product development with highly-
modernized technology. Throughout the ceremony, MSC displayed the list of products they developed in recent times along with the screening of videos introduced by the company and also made a successful
pitch to a panel of judges and audience members. 1) Introduction of the product At the ceremony, MSC showed the brand new product line-up of a world-renowned building material manufacturer, which is
presented in the form of a business case of how MSC successfully managed to overcome the recent slump in the real estate market by developing a wide range of new products. The new products launched by
MSC, which are stand out from the rest, include “New Innovations” in the field of thermal heat insulator, intergranular agent and processed aggregate. These new products have been developed by mounting the top-
class technology and getting the brand new material that is based on our technological advantages. When considering the entire list of products developed by MSC, it became clear that they were able to increase
sales by creating a variety of products that greatly contributed to the business. 2) MSC’s creative products The president of MSC's building materials division, Mr. Nakai Yutaka, made the short introductions of the
product line-up in the ceremony. He said that MSC has been developing high-class technology while also being able to make creative products, and introduced MSC's new product line-
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My problem is, it picks up a few posts with a particular string, a row on the Database table would look like: idNewsNo|code 1| CPsnam2021 1| CPsnam2021 2| CPsnam2021 2| CPsnam2021 3| CPsnam2021 3|
CPsnam2021 4| CPsnam2021 4| CPsnam2021 5| CPsnam2021 5| CPsnam2021 So I want to write a simple SQL that will return the posts that contain CP'snam2021. I have tried to use 'LIKE' and 'IN', but
everytime I have tried, it doesnt work and just returns all records. Your help would be much appreciated. LAST UPDATE: I have got a little closer, here is my Code: SELECT * FROM posts WHERE lower(title)
LIKE "%CPsnam2021%"; However I still need a SQL that will return the post numbers, row number, etc. This is for a web page that has links to stories. For example, I have a link to this story on my web page The
titles links would be like: CP'snam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 -
whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent CPsnam2021 - whatever.torrent Does anyone know how I can get
that, I'm pretty lost? A: this should work (note, it should also help eliminate a couple wildcard wildcards for you): SELECT * FROM posts WHERE LOWER(title) LIKE '%CPsnam2021%' OR LOWER(title)
LIKE '%whatever.torrent%' however, there's also a couple 570a42141b
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